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Abstract
This paper presents the Molen FemtoJava engine that
is extended with concepts taken from the Molen polymorphic processor. This allows for the existing FemtoJava to be
augmented with reconfigurable hardware with only a single extension of the bytecodes and thereby but still allowing the implementation of arbitrary hardware implementations. Therefore, computationally intensive functions can
be moved to the reconfigurable hardware to improve their
performance. Our experimental results on MP3 decoding,
which is a common embedded application, can be improved
by at least of 27% reduction of execution cycles with minimal additional hardware area (about 7%). Finally, our synthesis results also show that the Molen extension of the FemtoJava engine only required an additional 10% of area (in
terms of FPGA slices).

1. Introduction
In reconfigurable computing, reconfigurable hardware
structures augment general-purpose processors by offloading computationally intensive operations from software to
these structures. This enables quick prototyping or even
product roll-out due to two reasons. First, the application can be specified in any high-level programming language (e.g., Java) and thereby exploiting state-of-the-art
compiler technologies to quickly generate efficient machine
code (bytecode). Second, computationally intensive operations can be modeled in a high-level hardware description
language (e.g., VHDL) and thereby utilizing automatic synthesis tools that can quickly generate hardware implementations. Consequently, the ability to do this is becoming increasingly more important in the design of embedded systems. Moreover, from a technological point of view, the
increasing densities of field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) coupled with falling prices of FPGAs (due to increasing production volumes) allows for integration of several
embedded systems into a single FPGA device.
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Moreover, software development costs must not be overlooked as they are quickly becoming a major cost component in the design of embedded systems. Therefore, developers have embraced Java over the past few years, because
it can provide high portability and code reuse for their applications [12, 15]. In addition, Java has features such as
small code sizes and small memory footprints that stand out
against other programming languages. These features make
Java an attractive choice as the specification and synthesis
language of embedded systems. Additionally, the efficient
execution of Java programs, especially in embedded systems, can be achieved by direct execution of Java bytecodes
in hardware, like PicoJava [13] and the Delft-Java engine
[7]. In order to solve the software problem allied to an efficient implementation in terms of area, speed and power, we
have developed a Java processor called FemtoJava and its
supporting environment [9].
In this paper, we propose to apply Molen concepts [16]
to the described FemtoJava engine to extend its capabilities
support reconfigurable hardware (able to perform a wide variety of implementations) with only a one-time architectural
extension of the Java bytecode. In addition, the extension
includes an interface to ’exchange’ parameters and results
between the software code and the hardware implementation. We implemented a well-known application (MP3 decoding) found in many embedded systems to show the benefits of the Molen FemtoJava engine. Our results show that
the existing FemtoJava engine could be easily extended to
become the Molen FemtoJava engine with minimal hardware overhead (about 10% in terms of FPGA slices). Additionally, our results show that the total number of execution cycles (when compared to the fastest software alone
solution) can be reduced by about 27.5% and only paying a
small amount of the FPGA area overhead (about 7%).
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
the related work. Section 3 presents an overview of the
proposed approach and section 4 introduces the results obtained from the experiments. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusions and discusses future work.

2. Related Work
Reconfigurable systems are efficient in implementing
computationally intensive parts of software in reconfigurable hardware. There are many approaches in the research
community that present a general-purpose processor coexisting with a reconfigurable hardware. A good overview on
reconfigurable computing and software is presented in [3].
There are several approaches that combine reconfigurable computing and the Java language. Most of current approaches use the reconfigurable hardware as a coprocessor and the host general-purpose processor runs a
Java Virtual Machine [6, 10, 4, 11]. Fleischmann [6]
presents a run-time manager schedule method for execution
either as software on the JVM of the host processor or as
hardware on the reconfigurable hardware. The scheduling
depends on the dynamic behavior of the application and on
the current partitioning table chosen by the designer. A set
of tools that support the run-time execution of applications
that mix software running on networks of workstations and
reconfigurable hardware has been also proposed [10].
There are approaches that use Java as an input to highlevel reconfigurable compilation, such as described in [2].
This work presents a compiler that starts from a representation of a high-level algorithmic abstraction in a Java virtual
machine (JVM) instructions and it targets reconfigurable
computing architectures based on a commercial FPGA. In
[1], a dynamic translation of Java bytecodes into combinational logic is presented. This approach combines a reconfigurable array with a binary translation mechanism in a
Java machine. A compiler and language that uses the high
level syntax and semantics of Java with additions to support
reconfigurable hardware description has been also proposed
in [8].
Our approach uses a Java processor as a host processor
making the Java execution more efficient in terms of performance and power, instead of the current approaches that use
a JVM. In addition, the software tools automatically generate an efficient Java processor adapted to each application
by removing unused hardware. Finally, we extended our
Java processor with a reconfigurable hardware structure using the Molen approach that allows for the implementation
of arbitrary function with a single instruction set extension.

3. Molen FemtoJava organization
The proposed approach combines the Molen [16] and
Sashimi/FemtoJava [9] concepts. On the one hand, the
Molen concepts allow the designer to modify and extend
the processor functionality using reconfigurable hardware.
On the other hand, the Sashimi approach uses concepts
such as system specification using a subset of Java, CPU
customizing and high-level design space exploration pro-

viding a general methodology to support the development
of embedded applications, based on a single-language and
single-chip approach to reduce costs (our main goal is
to reduce design time) allowing the designer to rapidly
develop, simulate and validate embedded applications. The
algorithm is programmed in Java language and the resulting
Java bytecodes will be executed by a customized processor,
FemtoJava [9].
This paper presents an approach that combines concepts
taken from the Molen Polymorphic processor and the
Sashimi/FemtoJava platform. Fig. 1 illustrates the main
components of Molen-FemtoJava organization. The main
components are de core processor (FemtoJava) and the reconfigurable processor (RP). The reconfigurable processor
is divided into the ρµ-code unit and the custom configured
unit (CCU). The CCU consists of reconfigurable hardware.
All code runs on the FemtoJava except pieces of code
implemented on the CCU in order to speed up program
execution. Exchange of data between the GPP and the RP
is performed via the exchange registers (XREGs). The
XREGs in our approach are implemented inside the FemtoJava processor and this file register is not a conventional
register file, but it is mapped in the processor memory
space. In this way, when the processor wants to communicate with the RP, it writes or reads in its own memory space.
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Figure 1. Molen-FemtoJava organization
We implemented the minimal instruction set (πISA) of
the ρµ-code unit. Four instructions are implemented using
unused bytecodes: set, execute, movtx, movfx. The set and
execute instructions are new instructions, however, movtx
and movfx are mapped to existing FemtoJava instructions
(store idx and load idx). In fact, the set and execute instructions are issued to the reconfigurable processor while
movtx and movfx are issued to the processor.
All the modifications of the original code (translated to
a code that makes calls to reconfigurable hardware) are performed by the Sashimi Tool. The Sashimi Tool extracts the
code that will be implemented in hardware and inserts the
right instructions to do the communication to the RP.
The main steps of the process to design an application
using the Molen and Sashimi/FemtoJava concepts are: the

designer codes the application using Java and uses the Java
compiler to generate the Java bytecodes. Subsequently, the
designer has to select what routines that will run in the reconfigurable hardware (there are profiling tools to help the
designer). And finally, the designer utilizes the Sashimi
tool.
The main steps of the process to insert the Molen instructions are as follows: the Sashimi tool searches in the
Java bytecodes for the functions that are implemented in reconfigurable hardware and extract them from the bytecode.
When there is a call for these functions, the tool inserts the
appropriate Molen instructions (set, movtx, movfx, execute)
in the bytecode.
During the execution in the Molen-FemtoJava architecture, the arbiter selects the instructions to be issued to FemtoJava processor or to the reconfigurable processor (RP).
When the arbiter issues instructions to the RP, at the same
time it issues to FemtoJava processor nop (no operation)
instructions. Furthermore, when the RP is processing the
function, the FJ processor halted (just waiting until the reconfigurable processor finishes its task).
In order to continue the execution of regular bytecodes
when executing on the RP, an additional instruction must be
added to handle synchronization issues (see [16]). In the
current Molen FemtoJava engine this is left out for simplicity reasons.

4. Experimental Results
This section presents the results of our approach using
Molen and Sashimi/FemtoJava concepts. The framework,
the case study application and results are presented in the
following.

4.1. Application
MPEG-Audio is an international standard for digital high
quality sound compression. Generally speaking, the standard takes a digital audio file and reduces its size, while
maintaining the quality of the recording. Our application
code is based on a description freely available on the Internet [14]. All the MP3 code was written in Java but obeying
certain constraints of the current Sashimi and FemtoJava architecture. An example constraint is the use of integer arrays instead of floating-point arrays because there is no such
unit available in the processor.

4.2. Results
In order to identify the functions that are more suitable
for hardware implementation, we performed the measurements using the CACO-PS [5] cycle-accurate simulator and
the FemtoJava pipeline version to determine the amount of

time spend in each function. Table 1 presents the profiling
results of the MP3 application decoding a sample song. The
table shows the methods that spend more time during the decoding process. The calculatePCMSamples consumes more
than 35% of the application time, thus it is the best candidate for hardware implementation. The IMDCT method requires about 10% of application time, making this method
another good candidate for hardware implementation.
Table 1. MP3 Software Profiling Results.
Method Name
Executed Time (%)
calculatePCMSamples
37.26
IMDCT
11.97
dequantizeSamples
9.23
stereo
7.74
The FemtoJava processor was described in VHDL and
the additional Molen hardware components have has been
described in VHDL. These componets are the arbiter,
XREGs and ρµunit. Our targeted hardware platform was
an available XUP Virtex-II Pro Development System which
uses a Xilinx Virtex-2 Pro XC2VP30 FPGA [17]. Table 2
shows the synthesis results for the pipelined FemtoJava
processor and the FemtoJava processor plus the additional
Molen components. The synthesis results were obtained using Xilinx ISE version 7.1i. The first column presents the
FPGA resources considered. Column two shows only the
results for the FemtoJava processor. The third column reports the synthesis results considering combined the FemtoJava and Molen organization. These results show that
for this target device, the FemtoJava and Molen use a few
amount of FPGA resources.
Table 2. Molen and FemtoJava Results.
FPGA resources
FJ
FJ + Molen
# Slices
1506
1661
# Flip Flops
808
955
# 4 inp LUTs
2757
3078
Fmax (MHz)
81.15
79.50
Using the profiling results, we decided to implements
two methods in hardware; namely IMDCT and calculatePCMSamples. Both methods were described in VHDL.
Table 3 presents the FPGA resources necessary to implement each function in hardware. The second column shows
the results of IMDCT and the third column reports the results of the calculatePCMsamples implementation. One
can observe that both hardware implementations use a few
amount of FPGA area.
The table 4 shows the number of cycles of each CCU
implementation necessary to perform its task. For comparison, the table also presents the number of cycles of each

software routine. For example, using the IMDCT functions
implemented in SW costs 76,652 cycles for each call and
using the in reconfigurable hardware costs just 5,346 cycles. This cost includes the cycles spent on the hardware
execution plus the cycles sent with transferring parameters
transfer.
Table 3. Synthesis Results of the CCUs.
FPGA resources
IMDCT CalcPCMsamples
# Slices
24
96
# Flip Flops
12
49
# 4 inp LUTs
46
181
Fmax (MHz)
220.30
204.80

Table 4. Performance Results of the CCUs.
FPGA resources
IMDCT CalcPCMsamples
# cycles (SW)
76,652
12,911
# cycles (CCU)
5,346
7,232
Table 5 shows the results of the improvement performance (total cycles reduction) and the area overhead (added
area over the FemtoJava-Molen) using the proposed approach. This table shows the performance improvements
and area overhead in percentage using only the IMDCT
method implemented in hardware (the first row), using the
only calculatePCMSamples in hardware (row two), and using both.
Table 5. MP3 performance and area overhead.
CCU
Total
Added Area (%)
Cycles
Slices
Flip
4 input
Reduc.(%)
Flops LUTs
calculatePCM
16.39
5.77
5.13
5.88
IMDCT
11.11
1.44
1.25
1.49
Both
25.50
7.21
6.38
7.37

5. Conclusions
This paper presented an approach that combines the
Molen and Sashimi/FemtoJava concepts. Therefore, in this
design flow the designer can modify and extend the processor functionalities and in the other hand, the designer
can still use a widely used language. Experimental results
have confirmed the hypothesis that extending FemtoJava
with Molen concepts introduce a minimal effort and area
overhead. Moreover, adding this specialized hardware reduces 27.50% of execution cycles in MP3 decoding with
only 10% area increase (in terms of FPGA slices) for the
Molen components and 7% area increase for the special
hardware implementations
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